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About This Game

The Adventure Game of the 21st Century

The client is drop-dead gorgeous. Her father is just plain dead—of an apparent suicide. She's certain he was murdered and is
willing to do anything to prove it. Tex Murphy, the P.I., is willing to do almost anything to make rent. The investigation leads
Tex into the heart of a dark secret. An elite team of specialists have created something unspeakable. Now each of them are

marked for death, and so begins the reign of the Overseer...

First product designed specifically for DVD. Featuring Dolby AC-3 5-channel surround sound.

Award-winning 3-D Virtual World Engine put you in the 21st Century.
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From the creators of "Adventure Games of the Year," Under a Killing Moon, and The Pandora Directive.

Dazzling graphics - Travel through Anasazi ruins, hidden passages and urban landscapes - explore the deadly secrets of
the Rock - Alcatraz Island.

A fast - paced chase through double-crosses, fistfights, ambushes and gun battles, where wits and ingenuity are the only
way to survive.

Two levels of play, over 60 unique puzzles and a complete on-line hint system.

An excellent cast, including Michael York, Rebecca Broussard, Henry Darrow, and martial arts expert Richard Norton.
Edited and directed by Adrian Carr.

Overseer is a retelling of the story from Mean Streets, and contradicts many of the events and character descriptions in the
original story. Since Overseer is part of the "modern era" of Tex adventures, it is safe to consider the new, retold story as

"canon."
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Title: Tex Murphy: Overseer
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Access Software
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 28 Feb, 1998

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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I literally can't play it! I've had to reset my computer at least three times, because the game crashes every five minutes and I did
time it. How is a person suppose to enjoy this game if the game keeps crashing like that!. Recommended. Give it a try.
IMPORTANT: install http:\/\/sourceforge.net\/projects\/ffdshow\/ or you probably won't get audio.

In short, it's low-tech, a bit glitchy (quitting and restarting the game fixed a few dead-ended puzzles for me) and it inherits the
lousy controls of its predecessors BUT the warm humour and story really shine through and more than make up for its age,
linearity and shortcomings - you can see why this series has a cult following.

Tex is a great character - one of many - and in addition to the humour and cheese this is ALSO a genuinely interesting sci-fi
mystery\/detective story.

Ends on a big cliff-hanger, fortunately (finally) rectified by the excellent 2014 Tex game 'Tesla Effect'!. Review : here is mine
...... does not work .... can not see all the vid, . ,
When ask a question in game , can not see what I should say .... " u know the tabs ".
Very dissapointed. I think i reached my limit in this game. I keep getting error messages as i am at Gideons house using the
poles to try and get across the pressure sensitive floor. As a kid i played this game and would get stuck all the time because we
didnt have a strategy guide online to follow like i do now. Makes it a lot easier but it is also a clear MUST if your going to play
this game. Anyone thats says its cheating and they never used it is a liar OR they spent YEARS trying to beat this game. If they
can fix the game i will finish it. As of now i am S.O.L. !. First off most of the negative reviews are attributed to the game's
overrall bugginess and glitchiness out of the box, BUT if your used to running older titles on new systems, or even getting games
to run back in the day, there isn't anything too difficult to do to the game to get it working. The game itself is yet another
thrilling adventure in the seires with the unfortunate addition of logic puzzles ( which can be easily bypassed). The ending is a
real cliffhanger to boot.. I love this game but the version available here is broken. It does NOT WORK on Windows 7! Listen to
all the negative reviews...the game is BROKEN!. Game has music and graphics issues that Night Dive did not bother to fix
before releasing this game (with no mention AT ALL on the store page).

I was able to fix the music issues but not the graphical ones (transparent\/missing textures).

If your going to release a game on Steam you TEST IT in QA before releasing it. You don't just release it as is, without even a
mention. Very bad form Night Dive. I'll think twice about buying games from you again in future after this. Lost quite a bit of
respect in you.. Sound does not work on Windows 7 64 Bit. A "fix" on the discussion boards loads adware "vopackage.exe".
Beware!

Later addition: Now the sound works, i followed a thread in the discussion board and installed some codecs. But this installed
adware on my system, ... I hope, that the publisher will fix this problem. Until then "not recommended".. I was really liking this
game. But the constant crashes made it both frustrating and unplayable. The game will only let me pass these game breaking
bugs when it feels like it. Perhaps when they patch all those bugs I'll return and finish the game but until then stay away.
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i love the Tex franchise - but this game is broken beyone belief and simply will not run no matter what i try - very disapponted.

DO NOT BUY (play under a dying moon insted!). For Windows 10 (and possibly the other windows) I got Overseer to work
using K-lite codec pack then its Codek Tweak tool where I clicked on preferred splitter and choosed LAV SPLITTER for
.MPEG. Finally click on PREFERRED DECODERS and choose LAV VIDEO for MPEG-2.

http:\/\/www.softpedia.com\/get\/Multimedia\/Video\/Codec-Packs-Video-Codecs\/KLite-Codec-Pack.shtml. Broken POS.
Unplayable.. although I love the good old adventure game vibes that remind me of my childhood, this one in particular has a too
complicated storyline for me and the game crashes at a point close to the end... the graphics are terrible by the way... did not age
well.... No Graphics, no sound, no easy way to fix this. In other words, the game is broken.. this game sadly doesnt work i tried
to confir it like it said but it gave me the same errer if this game was work the it suppose to i would recamen it but sence it
doesnt i wouldnt get it till it gets fixed. I am a recent fan of the Tex Murphy series, and am immediately hooked. I wanted to
collect all the games immediately but I can't reccomend the purchase of this game.

I can't comment on the content or playability of the game, because the actual download itself is broken. If you are running a
current gen system, this game will not work without multiple downloads of other programs to fix bugs and crashes. The
developer has released a beta which he claims fixes some of the problems, but in actuality it now makes my game crash to the
desktop upon launch.

Do not purchase this game.

If the Steam store had any conscience they would pull this title until a fully working copy could be created.
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